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Introduction 

I am a voracious reader who cannot put down a good book. Yet, unless I am reading a biography 

or autobiography, I know little about the author other than his brief bio, sometimes accompanied 

by a head shot. Rarely does the author share who he really is, what makes him tick, or how his 

life was shaped.   

Lynn Miller and I wanted to give our readers a glimpse into who we are.  After all, our book is 

about extraordinary and transcendent experiences, which are deeply personal in nature.  

I have been asked the following question countless times: 

Why are you able to have these experiences while I cannot? 

I most often reply: 

I came into this world wired differently.  I absolutely believe this. Yet, additionally, there is an 

experiencer-prone personality. This prone-personality type includes (but is not limited to) the 

following factors: 

 We had difficult a childhood, which may have included one/more of the following: 

• Physical, emotional, and/or sexual abuse 

• A particularly traumatic childhood event 

• A chaotic family life 

• A tendency to dissociate 

We are Highly Sensitive People: 

Highly Sensitive People (HSP) have overly sensitive nervous systems. We are keenly 

aware of subtleties in our surroundings, and are easily overwhelmed in highly stimulating 

environments. 

We are Fantasy-Prone  

Fantasy Prone People (FPP) have a life-long, extensive involvement in fantasy, yet are 

non-pathological. Others may refer to us as having “overactive imaginations” or “always 

daydreaming.” 

We tend to have the following personality traits: 

We are intelligent, imaginative, assertive, forthright, venturesome, self-sufficient, 

imaginative, creative, curious, insightful, incorruptible, non-conforming, introverted, and 

anti-authoritarian.  

Many of you may resonate with some, or perhaps several aspects of the experiencer-prone 

personality. Lynn and I are aligned with nearly all of the above.  We are authors, we are 

researchers, yet, above all else, we are first and foremost life-long experiencers. As such, we 

wish to share our personal journeys. After all, they have shaped us, rocked our world, and 
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completely changed our world-view. We consider ourselves eternal consciousness residing in 

dense, physical bodies.  

As all experiencers, we are unique individuals. The end result of our journeys are very similar. 

However, the path to getting to that end result is different for everyone, with numerous twists 

and turns.  

Thus, my chapter is quite unlike Lynn’s. The most impactful experiences of my journey are 

numerous past-life recall with spontaneous healing, after-death communication, and interaction 

with spirit guides.  Lynn’s journey details her lifetime of life-altering out-of-body experiences.  

Yet, both of our journeys have brought us to the same conclusions: 

• Consciousness is not “located” in the brain-it is non-local and eternal. We do not “die.” 

• Extraordinary experiences are “pieces of the same non-local puzzle” and share numerous 

commonalities. 

• We are spiritual beings living for a short time in limited, physical form. 

• As spiritual beings, we are, at our essence, pure, loving, and intelligent energy. 

• The human energy body extends beyond time and space-connecting with all else in the 

universe. We, as everything in the universe, are interconnected. 

Journeys of a Lifetime is far more than a “bio and headshot” of the authors. It is a peek into our 

lives-who we are and how we evolved on our spiritual paths. We hope you enjoy our personal 

stories. You will find many more of our diverse experiences in Convergence: The 

Interconnection of Extraordinary Experiences. 

Additionally, our book examines the following subjects: 

• In-depth information on the experiencer-prone personality 

• What is non-locality? 

• Skeptic vs. Experiencer 

• Numerous commonalities shared by all near-death, out-of-body, unidentified aerial 

phenomenon, and past-life recall experiences. 

• Spontaneous Healings 

• Transformative After-effects 

• Personal stories of transformation from the following individuals: a paranormal 

investigator, psychotherapist, past-life-regression hypnotherapist, out-of-body 

researcher/experiencer, neuroscientist, and RN/near-death experiencer. 

• The experiential is just (or more) as important as the science supporting it. 

 

Journeys of a Lifetime is a free book download-an introduction/companion to our recently 

published book: 

Convergence: The Interconnection of Extraordinary Experiences (Atmosphere Press, 2021). 
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Convergence: The Interconnection of Extraordinary Experiences may be purchased at:  

Amazon (paperback and kindle) 

Barnes & Noble (paperback and book-nook) 

 

Barbara Mango, Ph.D. and Lynn Miller, MS 
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Chapter 1:  Barbara’s Journey 

  

Since early childhood, I have always held four unshakable beliefs or “knowings.” 

• I came into this world wired “differently.” As a result, I would always be considered a 

“weirdo.” 

• My life would be comprised of four very distinct segments, or awakenings. Each would 

give me the tools and knowledge necessary for my spiritual growth. 

• The final ‘segment’ of my life would follow a spiritual course 

• We are all spiritual beings comprised of eternal, loving, and intelligent energy. We never 

‘die.’ 

Wired differently 

I realized I was different from a very young age, vastly unlike from my family and 

everyone around me. My parents thought I was weird and asked, “Why can’t you just be 

normal?”  They frequently stated, “There is Barbara’s world, and then there is the REAL 

world.” My mother nicknamed me “Sarah Bernhardt” (a French stage actress active in 

the late nineteenth to early twentieth century). Bernhardt was known for her over-the-top 

onstage gesturing and highly theatrical lifestyle. I was deeply offended by the nickname 

and my family’s inability or unwillingness to take me seriously. In their view, I over-

exaggerated and fantasized, and lacked the ability to live in the “real world.”  

Instead, I was grounded in reality, while, simultaneously, having a rich inner-life. I was 

insatiably curious, talkative, yet extremely introspective, I constantly thought about the afterlife, 

the universe, and the inexplicable. I felt misunderstood and although I had friends, I was often 

lonely.  

Other issues heighted my feelings of being an outsider.  I grew up in a liberal Jewish family who 

just happened to live in the heart of the Bible belt.  Talk about feeling like an outcast! I felt like a 

barely tolerated novelty among my peers and teachers at my elementary school.  From first to 

third grade classmates would ask me “What church do you go to?” I answered, “I don’t- my 

family is Jewish.”  

Classmate 1: What’s Jewish?  

Classmate 2: I’ve never heard of “Jewish.”  

Classmate 3: Are “Jewish from another planet?” I don’t know any here. 

Me, thinking silently, “I’m such a loser. I’m so different. Why can’t I be like everybody else?”  

Religious conversation grew a lot more “interesting” (aka, intolerant) in my sixth grade class. 

The teacher, who I will refer to as “Thelma” was an old-fashioned, uptight, stereotypical 

spinster-type (although she was married).  Her gray hair, freshly permed weekly, was 

accentuated by oversized, black, cat-glasses. Remember those? Thelma was also prone to 

random, inappropriate, and bigoted rants.  One particular outburst occurred during social studies.  
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Students: Sitting quietly at their desks (me included) coloring continents in our social studies 

workbook.  

Thelma: Random outburst. “Kids, I just need to get something off of my chest, but I don’t want 

any of you to go home and tell your parents what I said. The only reason I can tolerate Jews is 

because they are white.”  

I was horrified. Mortified. And no, she wasn’t fired, which made the incident even more 

appalling. 

My atypical home life compounded my sense of being “different.” I would term it chaotic, 

dysfunctional, and abusive.  My mom was emotionally unstable-prone to fits of rage. This 

included ear-piercing screaming and lashing out physically with any object in closest proximity. 

This included hairbrushes, hangers, and her favorite-wooden spoons. My dad, who was afraid of 

his unpredictable wife, enabled her behavior.  From a very early age, I realized my parents were 

abusive-my household abnormal. I was embarrassed and scared to invite friends over. Instead, I 

would play at their homes, which by comparison, were quiet and peaceful nirvanas.  

However, it was my experiences with the unknown, the inexplicable phenomenon which 

occurred outside of my everyday 3-D, childhood world, which most impacted my sense of being 

different.  

 

My Experiences from Toddler to Teen:  Awakening 1 

Spirit Guide: A nonphysical being assigned to help a soul attain its greatest potential on Earth, 

serving as a guide and protector. 

From toddler to teenager, four separate and unique phenomenon greatly impacted me and forever 

changed my worldview.  

My first experience occurred when I was two.  A striking Native American woman would often 

“visit” me while I played alone in my room. Although she appeared in human form, even as a 

toddler I knew she was a non-human, intelligent being.  I believed she was my spirit guide; an 

unconditionally loving being, ageless and wise.  

She told me her name was Luiliana. My two year old self struggled to pronounce her name, thus, 

I nicknamed her Luli.  Luli had beautiful, long, glossy black hair, parted in the middle. She 

always appeared to me in the same garb- a white, long sleeved shirt, and blue, denim-like ankle 

length skirt. Luli’s wrists, neck, and ears were adorned with intricately beaded jewelry.  

Luli stopped visiting me when I turned three. Yet, she had an enormous impact on my life. She 

selflessly gave me the unconditional I desperately craved, yet did not receive at home. She 

telepathically conveyed deep, previously unknown knowledge to me. Although Luli was 

precious gift to me, my interactions with her only underscored my feelings of differentness. I 

was aware that most children my age did not discuss the meaning of the cosmos with other-

worldly beings. 
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I recently wrote an article about Luli’s impact on my life.  

Excerpt from article: 

What normal two year old comprehends that other dimensions exist beyond space 

and time? I received this information from a loving, non-human entity who 

frequently visited me. I don’t remember our conversations in detail: however, I 

know they concerned space-time, the cosmos, and the meaning of existence. I 

knew, unequivocally, that Earth was not my “real” home, and only a 3-D 

construct. I told my mom about my “special” friend. She laughed and told me that 

I was “pretending” and “making things up.” When I was very young, my mother 

said to me, “If I didn’t remember giving birth to you, I would never think you 

were mine. You are so different from the rest of our family.” I will never forget 

that comment. Throughout my childhood, I felt like an unloved and misunderstood 

family “freak.” 

Regardless of my mother’s words, I undeniable believed Luli was real, in every sense of the 

word. I realized that I was gifted with the ability to have contact and communication with beings 

others could not see or even imagine. I also understood, that in order to find acceptance with 

family and others, I would have to keep my experiences to myself-stifle them, so to speak.  

From a young age, I felt as if I was leading a “double-life.” One life was fully rooted in the 

present; the other, connected to phenomenon which lay beyond time, space, and human 

comprehension. This was, throughout childhood, and most of my adult life, extremely difficult 

for me.   

Past Life-A previously lived life in a different body, according to theories of reincarnation. 

Reincarnation is defined as rebirth of the soul in another body, as in Hindu religious belief (Your 

Dictionary) 

My second experience occurred when I was in first grade. I was six years old when I developed 

walking pneumonia. Despite multiple visits to the pediatrician and being prescribed various 

medications and breathing treatments, I did not improve.  No medical intervention alleviated my 

symptoms. I missed 48 days of school, and was sick of being sick.  

The principal called my parents in for a meeting, which is nearly always equated with bad news. 

My parents were told I would be held back if I missed four more days of school. They were at 

their wits end. “How can Barbara be held back? She’s smart, she does her homework, and she 

behaves in class!” I was terrified. In my mind, only losers were held back. The following two 

nights I had exceedingly lucid, realer-than real “dreams.” I knew I was experiencing my most 

recent past life. 

The “dream” occurred in two parts, or life-stages. In the first portion I experienced myself as a 

six year old child-the same age I was in “real life.” The second revealed my last few months in 

that lifetime. I was in my late 40’s or early 50’s. 

 

https://www.yourdictionary.com/life
https://www.yourdictionary.com/body
https://www.yourdictionary.com/reincarnation
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First dream: England 1905 

 I immediately sensed this recall occurred in 1905, and had the distinct 

impression my name was Victoria. I lived in Derbyshire, England. Derbyshire is 

in the East Midlands near Nottingham Forest, home of the infamous Robin Hood. 

I was a six year old, aristocratic British girl, deeply sad, traumatized, and lonely. 

I was sitting in the back seat of a large, black touring car, an early version of 

today’s convertible. The car was being driven by our family chauffeur.  It was a 

beautiful summer day-warm for Northern England. We were driving on a 

beautiful rural road. Grand country homes dotted the landscape. A sprawling 

home appeared before us, and the chauffeur turned into the driveway. I knew this 

was my country, or summer home. A woman rushed outside to greet me-it was 

much my older sister. There was a close and loving bond between us.  

It is difficult to describe the enhanced sensory and multi-dimensional nature of 

this recall. It is problematic to describe beyond our every day, five sensory 

awareness.  I was aware I was not having a “typical” dream. It was realer than 

real. All five senses were engaged. My vision was enhanced and omnidirectional 

(greater than 360% vision)-I could see in all directions simultaneously-forward, 

backward, right, left, above, and below. I was Victoria-looking at the driver in 

front me and the clouds above. Simultaneously, I watched Victoria from above (a 

bird’s eye view), behind, and from each side of the car she was riding in.   

I became Victoria. I felt her emotions as if they were my own. I comprehended her 

exact thoughts/feelings at every moment. They were heartrending. Victoria was 

trying very hard to process her intense emotions. As Victoria, I was aware that: 

A great tragedy had occurred in my home. I had been sent away to live with 

relatives until the upheaval in my home subsided. My father had been murdered 

(stabbed to death), and my mother, always emotional fragile, had collapsed, and 

was now institutionalized. My older sister had moved back home to care for me. 

The family chauffeur had been summoned to collect and bring me home. I was 

having tremendous difficulty trying to cope with and understand such tragic 

circumstances. After all, I was only six years old! How could I possibly integrate 

these intense emotions, previously unknown to me? It was confusing and 

incredibly difficult.  

The second “dream” occurred the following night. 

Second dream: Gloucestershire, England, late 1940’s-early 1950’s,  

I (Victoria) am now a wealthy British socialite, approximately 45 years old. I am 

a tall, willowy, attractive blond. I also have a two-pack a day smoking habit. I 

have just seen my physician, who has delivered devastating news: my years of 

heaving smoking had left me with terminal lung cancer. I am sitting on my bed-

overlooking the vast fields outside my manor house window. I am wracked with 
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grief. I am terrified. I am also alone. In this lifetime I am superficial, vain, and 

narcissistic. I use people.  I love to party, and drink heavily. I have callously hurt 

many people. As a result, I have few friends left. I have been in multiple, failed 

relationships, and have never had children. At this moment, I am all alone. 

Terrified that I must deal with my illness without a support system.  

The following morning, my six year old self awoke. I felt wonderful, and immediately knew I 

was pneumonia free, my lungs clear. My mother rushed me to my pediatrician, who, with a 

shocked expression, stated: “Barbara’s literal overnight recovery from pneumonia is medically 

inexplicable!” Although my parents were stunned, the explanation for my recovery was obvious 

to me. Recollection of my previous death from lung cancer had spontaneously cleared my 

current upper respiratory ailment. This past life memory had spontaneously resolved the physical 

trauma embedded in my mental body. 

Recollection of past lives are life-altering experiences, on spiritual, psychophysical, and social-

emotional levels. Terms such as “impactful,” “significant,” or “otherworldly” are woefully 

inadequate to describe such phenomena. This is especially true if past-life recollection happens 

in childhood. My first past-life memory at six years old forever changed my life. 

 

Unlike many children who share these memories with parents, I never mentioned my recollection 

to any family member. I saw no point. I had shared a previous other-worldly experience (Luli) 

with my mother. She insisted I was fantasizing, pretending, and lying to get attention. My 

experience, my very sense of self, was invalidated by my parents. This made the process of 

integration very difficult. 

 

Decades later, I decided to research how recall of childhood past lives affect the entire family. I 

discovered that children typically recollect past lives between two to six years of age. During this 

developmental stage children are still close to “the other side.” Thus, they are curious, open, 

unjaded, and unfiltered. Yet, at the same time, they are capable of sharing these experiences 

verbally, or through art, drama, or song.  Around seven years of age, most children tend to lose 

their memories of early childhood, including initial past life memories.   

Unlike most children, however, my past life memory remains indelibly imprinted in my memory 

            

Childhood past-life memories often impact family dynamics. Children who remember past lives 

will frequently make comments such as: 

 

“I have another mommy and daddy,” or “I have different parents.” 

“When I was big, I … (used to have blue eyes/had a car, etc.).” 

“That happened before I was in mommy’s tummy.” 

“I have a wife/husband/children.” 

“I used to … (drive a truck/live in another town, etc.).” 

“I died … (in a car accident/after I fell, etc.).” 

“Remember when I … (lived in that other house/was your daddy, etc.).”74 
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How does a parent react to such remarks? We are aware that our children have vivid 

imaginations and engage in creative play. Most of us encourage this. Imaginary playmates? No 

problem—we barely break a sweat. What happens, however, when our child repeatedly insists, 

“I was a chimney sweep in England. I had a wife and five children. We were very poor. I died 

after I fell off a roof in 1905.” Do we shake our heads in disbelief? Insist our child is fantasizing 

or perhaps emotionally unstable?  

   

Research indicates that most parents of children who recall past lives are often more 

upset than the child himself. Understandably, they are unsure how to handle their child’s 

revelation.  

As a small child, I was aware that if I spoke about my past life memories with my parents, I 

would be told, “That’s just your imagination” or “Stop making up things!” Thus, I “stifled” 

myself, never sharing my recall. 

I urge other parents in similar situations to simply listen to what their children are saying, and 

acknowledge their words in a gentle and kind way.  Give them the validation they deserve, in a 

safe and loving environment. 

I wish my parents had been able and willing to offer me such compassionate listening.  

I had my third childhood encounter when I was ten, which I later recorded in an “experiences” 

journal.  

Unidentified Aerial Phenomenon (UAP)-The visual stimulus that provokes a sighting report of an 

object or light seen in the sky, the appearance and/or flight dynamics of which do not suggest a 

logical, conventional flying object and which remains unidentified after close scrutiny of all 

available evidence by persons who are technical capable of making both a technical 

identification, as well as a common sense identification, if one is possible.  

I have always believed we are far from the only intelligent life in the universe. The Milky Way 

Galaxy itself contains at least 100 billion planets. A recent study estimates that 300 million of 

those 100 billion planets may be inhabited by non-human intelligent beings. These are 

astronomical numbers. Statistically, it makes no sense to believe we are alone in this vast 

universe, or possibly, universes. 

Throughout my childhood, I was impatiently waiting for a UFO/otherworldly craft to appear. To 

me, it wasn’t a matter if one would materialize, but when. I was thrilled when I had a UFO-

related sighting and telepathic communication with its occupants. 

 

 Journal Entry: (UAP) Sighting: March 20, 1966 12:00 p.m. 

Location: Shawnee, Kansas 
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On Sunday, March 20, 1966, a blistering heat wave held Shawnee, Kansas, in its 

grip. For ten consecutive days, record-setting temperatures soared into the 

eighties. Central air conditioners blasted, while parents dug shorts and T-shirts 

from summer-clothes bins. Sunday's forecast called for a beautiful, sunny day, 

with a predicted high of eighty-one degrees. 

In my house, nice weather was synonymous with two dreaded words: yard work. 

My parents ordered me outdoors to rake leaves. I was dutifully raking (and 

sweating profusely) when, out of the blue, a dark shadow covered our entire lawn. 

Since when do enormous shadows appear in cloudless blue skies? What was 

going on? I abruptly dropped my rake and looked upward. 

A massive, cylindrical disc hovered five hundred feet above me. It was majestic. I 

stared up at the matte-silver craft in amazement. It was approximately the 

circumference of two football fields, with evenly-spaced, oval windows encircling 

it. We stood in awe of the object as it silently hovered, motionless in the sky.   

A low-flying UAP had appeared instantly and in broad daylight, making it 

impossible to mistake for anything else. Fearless and with utter calm, I gazed up 

at the craft, while its occupants engaged me in a telepathic conversation.  

 “FINALLY!” I said. “I've been waiting for you to appear my whole life!”  

Silently, the UAP occupants relayed to me: 

“We know. You've always understood that the universe is unimaginably vast, 

containing billions of habitable planets and other intelligent life forms. We ask 

that you share our mission of peace and concern with the ecology of your planet. 

We are here to observe you, just as someday, in the near future, you humans will 

examine moon rocks and lunar soil samples. We ask that you share our mission of 

peace and concern with the ecology of your planet.” 

Little did I know, that in a few short years (between 1969 and 1972), 842 pounds 

of lunar rocks, including core samples, pebbles, sand and dust, would be retrieved 

from the lunar surface, via six Apollo missions.4 

Instantaneously, the craft evaporated into thin air. I recall excitedly thinking, “I 

couldn't hear the UFO because it moved faster than the speed of sound, and I 

couldn't see it appear or disappear because it traveled faster than the speed of 

light!” In retrospect, it would have been impossible for me to grasp the laws of 

energy, waves, vibration, or motion. I was ten years old, in fourth grade. My 

biggest “scientific challenge” at the time was tackling “health and fundamental 

science.” It definitely wasn't rocket science. Yet, I understood the principles of 

physics effortlessly. It never occurred to me how I knew—I just KNEW. On a 

recent whim, I browsed through my old report cards, curious to discover when I 

had first learned about basic physics. Sixth grade—no, seventh grade—nope, 
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eighth grade—yes. It was when I was fourteen years old, four full years after my 

sighting.  

In this encounter, I received future information regarding lunar samples, which was later 

publicly verified. I realized that non-human intelligent beings were capable of downloading 

future scientific data, information which lies beyond time space and the human scope of 

“knowing.”  

I never doubted the validity of the UAP phenomena I witnessed. The incident was briefly 

reported in our local paper. However, I wanted hard evidence. I searched for years to no avail. 

Decades later, I found the confirmation I had long sought in Project Blue Book (PBB). PBB 

contains declassified Air Force investigations analyzing UFO-related cases/data. Combing for 

days through the voluminous archives, I was finally able to find verification of my childhood 

UAP sighting (Nara-PBB1-364, Roll 1, March 1–22, 1966 sightings). 

After-Death Communication (ADC)-ADC is defined by Guggenheim and Guggenheim (1995) as 

a “Spiritual experience that occurs when someone is contacted directly and spontaneously by a 

family member or friend who has died.”  

I was thirteen when my final and profoundly transformative childhood experience occurred. My 

paternal grandmother died on my thirteenth birthday, (January 2nd) making the day very 

traumatic for me.  I begged my parents to allow me to fly with them to the funeral (we lived in 

Kansas City and the funeral was held in Mt Vernon, NY). No matter how much I pleaded, my 

parents refused my wish. Why would they deny me the ability to say goodbye to Grandma? It 

made no sense to me. I was beyond frustrated and extremely sad. I was not allowed to see her 

one more time-to have closure. Instead, while my parents flew to the funeral, my sister and I 

stayed with neighbors. I was distraught for weeks after my parents returned.  

I was still grieving six months later. I remained angry at and resentful towards my parents. I felt 

guilty that I hadn’t attended Grandma’s funeral. After all, I should have been there. Was 

Grandma disappointed with me, wherever she was? Did she feel let down by my absence? I 

frequently pondered all of these scenarios. They weighed heavily on my mind.  

Six months later, I had an ADC with my beloved grandma.  

I went to bed at 10:30pm on a night in mid-June. Although I had settled into bed 

and closed my eyes, I was restless and wide awake-thinking about grandma’s 

passing. Instantaneously, the temperature immediately surrounding my body 

dropped precipitously. I began shivering. I found this quite odd. We had central 

air-conditioning, yet, for “cost-effectiveness” it was always set at a balmy 75%. 

How could the room temperature plummet, when normally, I would be semi-

sweating under a light-weight sheet? 

Immediately, I felt something tugging at my sheet. Tugging hard. I squeezed my 

eyes closed-I was absolutely terrified. What type of presence was in my room? It 

obviously wasn’t human. I had seen “Rosemary’s Baby” a few months ago-the 

award winning, yet terrifying movie. Thus, all types of horrifying scenarios were 
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running through my mind. I heard my name being called loudly, yet 

telepathically. Yet, it wasn’t the voice of a malevolent presence-It was Grandma. 

As Grandma spoke, the room filled with a beautiful, indescribable, loving energy. 

It permeated every cell of my body. The intensity of this love is indescribable in 

our limited human language. I had never experienced such pure, unconditional 

love. We had the following telepathic conversation: 

Grandma: I know you have been feeling guilty and are sad that you did not attend 

my funeral.  I’ve always understood that you were not allowed to. These are 

earthly feelings while you are in physical form only. There is only love where I am 

now, and I am ecstatic. Please do not fret my child-release your feelings of guilt. I 

love you and I will always look out for you. 

Me:: Grandma, thank you SO MUCH for visiting me and telling me this. I love 

and miss you so much! 

Grandma:  I love you to. I have to go now. 

These four extraordinary experiences shaped my early life and understanding that consciousness 

is eternal and non-local in nature.  Unlike many people, whose “consciousness paradigm” is 

changed after a singular extraordinary event, I seemingly came into this world with this 

knowledge hardwire into my very being.  

This does not mean that my subsequent experiences did not build and enhance my understanding 

of the inexplicable.  Quite the opposite. Each experience has furthered opened my world view, 

and expanded my comprehension of our non-local nature. Yet, from childhood and throughout 

my life, the most impactful and life-altering phenomenon are my spontaneous past-life 

memories. I have had approximately fifteen such incidents-more than any other phenomena I 

have experienced. 

Each of these have taught me valuable and often profound lessons. Several have produced 

spontaneous physical and phobic healings. Others, however, have been spiritually and 

emotionally transformational. I’m talking life-altering transformation on a soul/energetic/DNA 

level. It’s so difficult to put into words. Human vocabulary is utterly limiting in describing past-

life memories and extraordinary phenomena which defies human perception of space/time. 

My childhood experiences began when I was two years old. After the age of 13, however, my 

extraordinary experiences ground to a halt. Or perhaps a better way of describing them-is that 

they went dormant. Not extinguished, but temporarily stunted.  A little thing called life got in the 

way.  I became “spiritually stagnant.”  

Awakening, Part 2:  Navigating my dense, 3-D existence (Or, a spiritual being trapped in a 

physical body)  

Adulthood 20s-30’s 
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This period of my life was filled with great joy (re: birth of my two children) and overwhelming, 

and at times, crippling stress. I was in an abusive marriage, which, after eleven years, I found the 

courage to leave. For seven years I was a single parent-trying to juggle a nerve-wracking 

corporate job, child-rearing, and going to graduate school.  I was chronically exhausted and often 

ill.  I operated on a day to day basis--trying to get through each one. 

Much of this period remains a big blur. It seems I spent most of it putting one foot in front of the 

other, just trying to get through each day. I was so busy, so preoccupied, so stressed, that I 

merely lived survival mode. Life was too hectic to continue this pace. Something had to give. I 

had to work, and I lived to be a mom. Thus, much to my dismay, I quit graduate school, nine 

credit hours shy from receiving my degree.  

No wonder this during period my other-worldly experiences stopped. My mind was too frantic. I 

could not find that place of inner peace or any connection to the spiritual world-until I met 

Rueben, my Jewish turned agnostic, turned Hare Krishna boyfriend.  

Hare Krishna belongs to the Gaudiya-Vaishnava sampradāya, a monotheistic tradition within the 

Vedic or Hindu culture. Philosophically it is based on the Sanskrit texts Bhagavad-gītā and the 

Bhagavat Purana, or Srimad Bhagavatam. These are the historic texts of the devotional bhakti 

yoga tradition, which teaches that the ultimate goal for all living beings is to reawaken their love 

for God, or Lord Krishna, the “all-attractive one”.  

The Hare Krishna movement is a branch of Hinduism. It is named for its chant, “Hare Krishna,” 

which members repeat over and over. According to the International Society for Krishna 

Consciousness (www.iscon.org): 

Hare Krishna was founded Sri Chaitanya of Bengal (1486-1533), who emphasized the worship 

of Krishna and believed that chanting the names of God was so powerful, that in addition to 

one's own meditation on them, they should also be chanted in the streets for the benefit of all. 

Swami Prabhupada brought the movement — formally called the International Society of 

Krishna Consciousness — to the U.S. in 1966. Public dancing and chanting became its 

trademark. 

Every Sunday Rueben would make the two hour round trip to the nearest ISKON temple.  I 

would occasionally accompany him. After all, this was a new, and very strange world to me. 

Initially, it was intriguing. I watched with wonder as devotees kneeled/bowed down in 

supplication. The temple leader would give a brief lecture, which included chanting, followed by 

what I can best describe as “ecstatic dancing.”  Rueben, eyes closed, would become lost in his 

own movement. Other congregants clicked zills (finger cymbals), while swaying to holy music.  

The temple “novelty” wore off for me after three or four visits. Rueben wore off quickly after 

that. I am not judging ISKON in any way. Yet, for me, it was weird and too “out there.” I had 

always associated the Hare Krishna movement with individuals drawn to a version of 

counterculture spirituality. I often saw them proselytizing in airports and on my college campus, 

wearing bright saffron robes, chanting and or singing.  

http://www.iscon.org/
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Yet, in spite of its cultish characteristics, Hare Krishna enormously impacted the future trajectory 

of my life. How? One of its core tenets re-awoke my long dormant beliefs-my spiritual core. My 

very essence. It reminded me that I am a non-physical being trapped in a dense, physical body.  

After years of disconnection from Source and extraordinary experiences, I felt spiritually re-

energized, and connected to a consciousness, love, and all-knowing infinitely greater than 

myself. 

ISKON upholds that the psychophysical entity with which we now identify ourselves is not our 

true self. The true self is neither the body nor the mind, nor a combination of both. The body and 

mind are but gross and subtle coverings of the self. Underlying these temporary coverings, the 

real self is a spark of spiritual consciousness, eternal and unchanging but temporarily 

misidentifying itself with matter in the form of the body and mind. And this real self, the Vedic 

sages tell us, survives the death of the body and lives on (www.iskon.org). 

Late 30’s-40’s Awakening Part 3 

As described earlier, I had four extraordinary childhood experiences. However, without a doubt, 

the most impactful of these was my past-life recall, and subsequent unswerving belief in 

reincarnation. The Vedic Sages, so to speak, had nudged back onto my spiritual path and awoken 

to WHO/WHAT I REALLY AM: A SPIRITUAL, ETERNAL BEING, EXISTING IN A DENSE, 

LIMITING, PHYSICAL BODY.  

After my breakup with Rueben, I met and married a wonderful man.  He never judged what I 

believed in-in fact, he encouraged me to spread my spiritual wings and fly. I eagerly embraced 

his support and validation. With his encouragement, I quit the corporate travel job I detested. I 

was drawn to spiritual practices, such as meditation and energy work. 

Thus, I decided to study Reiki. Reiki (pronounced Ray-Ki) is a form of Japanese energy healing. 

Practitioners use a hands-on healing method through which a "universal energy" is said to be 

transferred through the palms of the practitioner to the patient. Reiki heals on spiritual, 

emotional, or physical levels. Everything in the universe is comprised of energy. We are all 

electromagnetic beings. As such, we are able to receive divine healing, energy, in whichever way 

we need it (spiritually, physically, or emotionally), at any particular moment. Reiki raises both 

the vibration of the receiver and the practitioner.  

The International Association of Reiki Professionals, IARP, explains how Reiki can connect us 

to a higher vibrational consciousness:  

Reiki is a powerful tool than can open your spiritual gifts or speed up the journey. All Reiki 

practitioners, no matter what level they are, have gone through an attunement process. 

Attunement opens the crown chakra, the heart chakra, and the chakras located within the palms. 

The more a practitioner utilizes divine energy, the more the practitioner is cleared of energy that 

does not suit his/her higher purpose. When a chakra is open we are at our fullest potential to 

access spiritual gifts, because the upper chakras resonate with higher level intuitive and psychic 

abilities.  

http://www.iskon.org/
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When on is attuned to Reiki there are many Reiki guides that join the practitioner’s journey. 

He/she can become open to the assistance of other higher powers as well, including spirit 

guides, ancestors, elemental beings, and angels. 

Clearing and balancing the energetic body can increase the vibration of the body allowing a 

practitioner’s energy to meet the energy of the spirit world half-way. He/she might be able to 

connect with spirit through sensing, physical feeling, hearing, or seeing. 

After three Reiki attunements and becoming certified to teach Reiki, I am now a Reiki Master.  

Each attunement had further opened my energetic pathways. At times, I became able to “see” 

energy. I am not talking about waves of heat rising from asphalt on hot summer days. I’m talking 

about seeing what I perceive as actual atoms, bouncing, moving, and colliding-in perpetual and 

frenzied motion.  Occasionally, I see them in the atmosphere surrounding me.  

The first time this occurred, I thought I was either crazy or in dire need of very strong glasses. I 

did not have floaters, I wasn’t seeing dust particles, or experiencing neuronal activity in my eyes. 

The weird thing is, I don’t see auras. I see energy. One of my most impactful energy “sightings” 

Barbara’s Orb Sighting 

October 16, 1997 

My first experience with orbs occurred in Stepney Cemetery, Monroe, CT.  

Dating back to the 1700s, the cemetery is steeped in history. French General 

Comte de Rochambeau played an instrumental role in enabling the Colonists’ 

victory over the British. From June 29–July 1, 1781, Rochambeau’s troops 

camped next to the cemetery, on their way to Yorktown, Virginia, the last major 

battle of the American Revolution. 

Stepney Cemetery is the final resting place of both the late Ed Warren (world-

renowned paranormal investigator, demonologist, author, and lecturer), and his 

wife Lorraine (paranormal investigator, clairvoyant, and light trance medium). 

Although the Warrens were prolific investigators, the Amityville, NY, 

investigation, and subsequent book and movie, The Amityville Horror, was their 

most prominent case.  

The Warrens occasionally hosted “ghost tours” in Stepney Cemetery, led by their 

son-in-law Tony Spera (paranormal investigator and current head of the New 

England Society of Psychic Research). Intrigued by investigating an infamous and 

haunted graveyard, I signed up for the tour. 

Tony had filed a permit with the town of Monroe to allow our group access to the 

graveyard from 11p.m.–12 a.m. We filed into the creepy, inky-dark cemetery, 

filled with excitement and much trepidation.  
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At midnight Tony announced it was time to go. I was the last person to leave the 

cemetery. As I neared the exit gate, I gasped. Three blue luminescent orbs of 

varying sizes instantaneously appeared 100 yards away. The largest orb was 

approximately five feet in diameter; the smallest, 18 inches. I was grasping a 

small flash camera; however, I was too overcome with emotion to use it. Thus, 

and quite unfortunately, I have no photographs of this spectacular sighting.  

I am often asked if, at that moment in time, I was afraid. Of course I was. I was 

terrified. Yet, at the same time, I was utterly mesmerized. The orbs were a 

beautiful and shimmering, incandescent blue. Incandescent. Many believe that 

blue orbs symbolize calming and healing energy. They certainly appeared to be 

benevolent. 

The orbs slowly moved towards me in a spectacular manner. They weren’t just 

moving, they were dancing—weaving and bobbing, floating upwards, downwards, 

diving into the ground and back out. Merging into one another, and then 

separating, as they slowly approached me—as a moth to a flame. 

I sensed that the orbs possessed an innate, deep intelligence—a conscious and 

spiritual energy. They were moving towards me with purpose and intention. I had 

the distinct impression they were attracted to my energy, my being, and my ability 

to perceive them. I stood perfectly still, barely breathing or blinking—never 

taking my eyes off of this magnificent phenomenon. I eagerly awaited their 

approach, feeling personal contact was imminent. Yet, Tony shouted, “Barbara, 

we have to leave now.” I was incredibly disappointed. 

 

Over the years, numerous individuals have asked me, “How are you able to connect with and see 

orbs without a camera?” This is my answer: 

  

Other-worldly entities are believed to vibrate at a higher energetic rate than human beings. I 

came into this world “wired” differently than most—more attuned to higher energetic 

frequencies and vibrational levels than others. I believe I can see and communicate with “spirit 

energy/orbs” because we are a close vibrational “match.” Think about it. If orbs are indeed 

conscious beings, we are not separate from them; they merely reside in a different frequency. If 

we can dial into this frequency, a “connection” is possible.  

  

I had witnessed an aspect of consciousness, unbounded by space and time—materializing in non-

human form. It remains one of the most awe-inspiring experiences of my life. I was convinced 

then, and remain to this day, that I witnessed a physical manifestation of human consciousness.  

 

During this period, I began experiencing extraordinary phenomenon on a semi-regular basis. I 

was not able to “summon” these experiences. Rather, they occurred when I least expected them.  

I saw spirits and orbs. I had downloads of previously unknown information and precognitive 

dreams. 
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Nearly all of these experiences were awe-inspiring, powerfully loving, and positively 

transformational.  Yet, perhaps the most meaningful was a visit from my late maternal 

grandmother, with whom I was very close. Grandma L., who had passed forty years earlier, came 

to visit me on a regular basis. Although I could not see her, I could smell, feel, and sense her. 

She would often touch my shoulder or play with my hair. She enveloped me with unconditional 

loving energy, beyond anything we experience in everyday, 3-D reality.  

Awakening, Part 4 2007-Present 

 

My life dramatically changed in 2007. I fell in a freakish accident, landed flat on my 

back, and broke my sacrum. Many individuals confuse the sacrum with tailbone. The 

tailbone, or coccyx is a small bony structure at the end of the spine. The sacrum, 

however, is a large, triangular shaped bone which lays directly above the coccyx. It forms 

the solid base of the spinal column where it intersects with the hip bones to form the 

pelvis. The sacrum is the second strongest bone in the body and supports the entire 

weight of the upper body as it is spread across the pelvis and into the legs. The sacrum is 

very difficult to break-it’s that strong and thick. It is an agonizing, literally incapacitating 

injury. The only cure is time-and a lot of it.  

 

As an extremely active person, this injury was devastating to me. I could no longer live 

life as I knew it-power walking, working out at the gym, hiking, gardening, and well, just 

functioning normally.  

 

When one suffers an incapacitating injury, we have to re-think our life path. I grieved for 

the temporary loss of physical Barbara. At times I became depressed, threw pity parties, 

and cried with frustration. I had never not been active. I simple was not wired to be still. 

Yet, I refused to give in to what could have been a dark time. Instead, I focused on what 

was capable of doing NOW-going inward with purpose.  

 

I thought long and hard about what I could and wanted to do. I realized it was time to 

embrace who I really was-a spiritual being trapped in a poorly functioning physical body.  

I was a spiritual adventurer, and a life-long experiencer of extraordinary phenomenon. I 

had come full circle from a stressed out single parent caught in 3-D reality, to an older, 

wiser woman, going back to her spiritual, childhood roots.  Combining my otherworldly 

interests with my inner learning nerd, I decided to pursue my Master’s Degree, and then 

Ph.D. in Metaphysical Science.  

 

Numerous people ask me what Metaphysics actually means. It is not exactly a household 

word.  It originates from two ancient Greek words; Meta, or beyond, and Physica, or 

physical. In other words, it is the study of what lays beyond our physical, or 3-D 

existence.  Metaphysics aligns itself with my lifelong belief that we are more than our 

physical beings; that our true selves are pure consciousness, not confined to the brain, 

body, time or space. It is necessary to inhabit a body to navigate this heavy, dense planet, 

and hopefully, learn life lessons along the way. 
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I enrolled at a respected, yet progressive Theology University, and began my seven year 

educational journey online. The curriculum fascinated me. My coursework included 

philosophy, death and dying, religion, consciousness, quantum physics, energy work, 

hypnosis, and reincarnation. I studied the works of Eckhart Tolle, Carl Jung, the Dali 

Lama, and Elisabeth Kubler-Ross.  I learned about Kabbalah, vibrational healing, and 

yogic breathing. It was a broad-based education and I absolutely loved it. 

  

Returning to school was a pivotal moment in my life. My coursework realigned myself 

with who I really am; eternal consciousness connected to everything in our multiverse, 

merely confined to a physical body, for a mere moment in time. This remembrance and 

complete immersion in my studies allowed me to fight through my physical pain and 

persist in my studies. 

 

My favorite class, however (big surprise!) was Past-life Regression Therapy. Students 

were required to experiment with twelve established methods of self-regression. 

Although I had success with scrying (looking into a reflective medium to ease oneself 

into a meditative state), I had an intense spontaneous memory, while fully conscious, of a 

life in ancient Rome.  

 

Journal entry of spontaneous past life as Roman soldier 

October, 2011. 

 

Perhaps my current abhorrence to violence is rooted in my past life as a 

highly esteemed Roman soldier. Recalling this life appalls me. I have 

always regarded the Roman Empire as an imperialist society who 

glorified violence. Gladiatorial combatants entertained bloodthirsty 

audiences, battling fellow gladiators, wild animals, and condemned 

criminals. Roman emperors were, by and large, infamous for tyrannical 

reigns of often perverse violence. Just thinking about this fierce, often 

sadistic empire sickens me. I always believed (or wanted to believe) that I 

had lived a glorious life in ancient Greece, a society unparalleled for its 

philosophical, artistic, scientific, political, and metaphysical contributions 

to Western society. A peaceful civilization, home to numerous great and 

historically unforgettable names: Hippocrates, Euclid, Pythagoras, Plato, 

Aristotle, and Socrates. Thus, imagine my repulsion when I spontaneously 

recalled a life in ancient Rome, described below.  

 

I am a powerfully built soldier in the prime of my life, handsome, well 

educated, and possessed with an innate, commanding presence. I am 

standing on the stairs of a sacred temple, overlooking a forum, an ancient 

type of civic center. A throng of perhaps 1,000 individuals are wildly 

cheering my triumphant, victorious return from Caesar’s Civil War. I am 

dressed in a white tunic. A red paludamentum (a cloak or cape fastened at 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paludamentum
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one shoulder, worn by military commanders) is draped around my 

shoulders. I look down at my feet, covered in high-quality leather sandals. 

It is a warm, cloudless day. However, I do not feel like a hero. I feel like 

an imposter. I am, by nature, a kind, fair, and insightful man. Yet, I had 

allowed culture and familial expectations to push me into a life of 

violence. How had this happened? I was sickened by the knowledge that 

as a high-ranking soldier, I had ordered the killing of countless human 

beings. I felt conflicted, disgusted with myself, and immeasurably sad. As 

suddenly as it began, that life faded, and I was once again in my current 

incarnation.    

While pursuing my Doctorate, I began having more frequent and varied experiences. 

These ranged (but are not inclusive) from more spontaneous past-life memories to pre-

cognition, contact with my deceased grandmother (and other deceased relatives), having 

a beautiful transcendent moment where I connected with Source, and experiencing 

frequent, yet benign paranormal activity occurring in my home. 

After accumulating 136 graduate credits I was finally ready to begin the daunting task of 

writing the dreaded DISSERTATION. Authoring this massive undertaking was 

simultaneously exhilarating, exhausting, and overwhelming.  In 2014, I received my 

Ph.D. in Metaphysical Science.  

 

Finally, I earned my degree, yet had no idea how to apply it in the real world.  

 

Upon graduation, Heather Friedman Rivera (my dissertation mentor) invited me to 

become a board member of her research foundation, the Past-life Research Institute. I still 

serve in the capacity of a near-death experience advisor.  

 

I began writing articles on near-death experiences and non-local consciousness. Dr. 

Jeffrey Long, Founder of NDERF (Near-death Experience Research Foundation) 

published several of my articles on his website www.nderf.org. I continued to write 

articles and blogs. I contributed chapters to two books: The Transformative Power of 

Near-Death Experiences, by Dr. Penny Sartori, and We Touched Heaven, by Claudia 

Watts Edge. Both of my chapters focus on the enormous healing powers of spiritually 

transformative experiences, on both emotional and spiritual levels. 

 

In 2016 I was invited to join the Dr. Edgar Mitchell FREE Foundation research team 

(FREE-Foundation for Research into Extraterrestrial and Extraordinary Experiences). 

FREE (now re-organized and termed the CCRI Institute) researches the interconnection 

between consciousness and contact modalities. Lynn Miller joined the research team, and 

we quickly bonded over our mutual love of children, both human and feline, teaching, art, 

culture, yet, most importantly, experiential phenomena. As life-long experiencers of all 

types of phenomenon, we are convinced all such experiences are interconnected, 

positively life-altering, and non-local in nature.  

 

http://www.nderf.org/
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Lynn and I were asked to contribute a chapter the organization’s debut book, based on 

years of its research findings: Beyond UFOs: the Science of Consciousness and Contact 

with Non-Human Intelligence, Vol. 1. Our chapter was based on the similarities between 

UAP contact, near-death experiences, and out-of-body experiences. Yet, as we began our 

chapter, we realized that first, and foremost, we are experiencers. Science attempts to 

prove what experiencers know first-hand. Theory and hypothesis, although critical, are 

not experiential. They are purely intellectual endeavors. However, personally 

experiencing phenomenon is all about feeling, emotion, and connection with something 

larger than our physical existence. 

 

Thus, Lynn and I made the decision to write a book-one based on experiential 

phenomena, yet backed by science. After all, we are multiple, lifetime experiencers who 

believe non-local consciousness is, without doubt, THE underlying basis-the connection, 

between all extraordinary experiences.  

 

After three years of sweat, tears, and painstaking work, our book, Convergence, the 

Interconnection of Extraordinary Experiences, was ‘birthed,’ and picked up for 

publication by Atmosphere Press (2021). 

 

My education and renewed focus on spirituality culminated in the publication of 

Convergence. Yet, I feel this is only the beginning of the “Segment 4” phase of my life. I 

have come to realize that my mission in life is to help others understand, process, 

integrate, and honor their extraordinary experiences. I will begin training as a group 

facilitator and peer mentor for those who have undergone spiritually transformative 

experiences. This certification is offered by the American Center for the Integration of 

Spiritually Transformative Experiences (ACISTE   www.aciste.org). I believe this is my 

earthly gift-my contribution to humanity.  

 

I have finally arrived at the spiritual phase of my life. I, like many experiencers, have 

lived life on the ‘outside’-judged for being different than others…always believing I was 

a weirdo, as misfit. However, I now embrace my differentness. I no longer care how 

other individuals view me. I (as we all are) am infinite consciousness momentarily 

residing in a physical body. I am finally living in alignment with my soul’s purpose.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.aciste.org/
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Chapter 2: Out-of-Body Experiences (OBEs) by Lynn Miller 

Introduction and How it All Began. 

It’s hard to say when they began. Throughout most of my life I had what is termed “Spontaneous 

OBEs.” Those which occur without control. I remember waking up in the middle of the night 

when I was around thirteen or fourteen. I would rise up sitting in my bed, and my room glowed a 

brilliant bluish purplish color. My room should have been dark, with only the glow of my red 

digital clock. Even from the beginning it really did not surprise me-it felt completely normal. 

This occurred around 1979 or 1980. At an early age, I became extremely interested in the 

paranormal. This genre become my favorite. Additionally, I studied UFOs and developed a love 

of science fiction.  

Every year, these experiences were getting more pronounced. I remember taking a nap and 

leaving my bed. I went outside of my apartment, walked down the hallway, and went into 

someone else’s apartment and looked around. At the time (I knew I was taking a nap, and aware 

of my surroundings), I was thinking to myself “Why am I doing this?” I would also have 

multitudes of “false-awakenings” – when you wake up from sleep and you think you are awake 

but you are still asleep. I would walk around my house, observing, and doing things-like going to 

the restroom, and getting ready for my day. Some type of cue would tell me that I was still 

asleep, some aspect of reality would be off, and then, I would make myself wake up. Sometimes 

the false awakenings would occur over and over, before I would finally wake up.  

By the late 80’s I did start to become quite curious and found a book by Stephen LaBerge about 

lucid dreaming-a wonderful book. His work pioneered the research into Lucid Dreaming and 

OBEs. I still remember the moment, like it was yesterday, when a voice in my head said, “These 

experiences are very important and will become the most momentous events of your life.” 

Although I knew this, I had no idea how that would play out. Life grew busy as I was entering 

the 90’s. I was going to graduate school and being more focused on establishing a career, yet, I 

never forgot that voice.   

So, life happens, jobs, marriage, the birth of my daughter and divorce, finding myself as a single 

Mom, struggling to make it on my own, my mother developing Alzheimer’s, loss of jobs, more 

struggle. Yet, I look back and know that those events became necessary steps for me to find 

myself again. As a matter of fact, those ups and downs, especially those downs, were critical 

points in finding my way.  

Early April, 2006, my life took a huge change- my first paradigm shift. I was teaching at 

Caruthersville, MO high school at the time, living in west TN. It was a Sunday. Early that 

evening on April 2nd, tornados ripped through the Missouri boot hill and west TN. Sixty-six 

tornadoes touched down across seven states. Many lives were lost. The high school and middle 

school of Caruthersville were destroyed, as was most of the town. We were on Spring break, but 

that became extended. Sometime during this time, I came across a movie called, “What the Bleep 

Do We Know!?” 
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The movie was my introduction into the concept of quantum physics, and how we, as 

individuals, create the reality we live in. I was blown away, because finally, I found a concept in 

which spirituality and science were the same! I have always known this and was always 

searching for that link, because I have believed they were one and the same. There were times in 

my life where I felt the oneness of everything. Knowing that I am not separate from all of 

creation, yet a part of it. Experiences had happened in my life that made me question my reality.  

There were times where I sat on the beach in Florida, alone, at night. I would clear my mind and 

then I could feel humming inside my head, a subtle vibration, and knew that it was the life force 

of the ocean. I was part of that, it was in me, and for a few brief minutes, I was no longer me, but 

everything. It would also happen at times during a walk in nature. I would hear the wind, the 

birds, and the insects. Then everything would become brighter, and the plants and the sounds of 

nature would go from being outside of me, to being inside of me. At that point I could feel 

everything-the life in the earth, in the trees, and I was no longer an individual but a part of 

everything. As spiritual people we often say things like “we are one,” yet, I wonder how many 

people understand the meaning behind those words. This separation we feel from everything and 

from each other, is only a delusion. This perception of separation is not real. Imagine that what 

we perceive is like the thin skin of an apple, the truth and the magnitude of what we are lies 

under the skin, and in this, we are connected.  

So began my self-education into this new realm of understanding. What an amazing year 2006 

was! “The Secret” also came out that year, which brought to the surface a greater understanding 

of the “Law of Attraction.” I researched this, finding authors, other researchers, YouTube videos, 

forums, and began conversing with others on this journey of self-discovery.  

As my mind started to expand, becoming more spiritual and leaving behind old belief systems, 

my eyes began to open.  It was such a huge paradigm shift, almost turning my world upside 

down at times. Sometimes I was angry at humanity and what we have done to this world, the 

destruction of what we have caused, and knowing that if we, as the human race, could all have 

this understanding, then the world would shift into something so much more beautiful, and the 

suffering of the world could end and the earth could heal. I was hoping that my new knowledge 

of quantum mechanics and The Law of Attraction (LOA), was not just a fad. Now, as I look back 

twelve years later, it’s still going strong, and making its impact on the world.  

My mind was blown by this journey down the rabbit hole. I started to practice meditation-simple 

things like binaural beats, and guided meditations. Slowly, day by day, I noticed that these 

experiences I had, these strange dreams, started to increase. Yet, at this time, I refused to believe 

they were OBEs. This OBE/astral projection was way too woo-woo for my scientific brain to 

grasp. Little did I know at the time that these experiences were part of my shift in consciousness. 

That part below the skin of the apple. I could not correlate how consciousness manifest through 

OBEs.  Little did I know that I was going to that place where “all is one.”  

What really brought my attention to this strangeness was that the vibrational state (this happens 

before an OBE, along with sleep paralysis) was getting extremely strong. I would be in a state 

between wakefulness and sleep, and I would hear loud vibrations and noises that reminded me of 
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a jet airplane taking off inside my head. I also thought that it was very odd, that one morning 

when I awoke (at least I thought I was waking up), I reached out and felt a solid surface. Yet, 

when I opened my eyes, the ceiling was a few inches away from my face. I honestly thought that 

something physically was wrong with my brain. Did I have a tumor? Dido I have some brain 

aneurism? It worried me. So, I started to investigate it more. I listened to various podcasts about 

consciousness, and I came upon one whose guest was William Buhlman. Buhlman is a 

researcher and author in the field of OBEs. In this interview he described the basics, the 

symptoms, and signs to recognize of if you are having an OBE. I have often been asked why I 

did not know that I was having something as profound as an OBE. When these experiences 

happened on and off throughout my entire life, I assumed that they were normal, and that 

everyone experienced this. So, there he was, Mr. Buhlman, describing exactly everything, step 

by step-everything I have been experiencing. I underwent another huge paradigm shift that 

forever changed me. That happened in July, 2010.  I immediately ordered Buhlman’s books, 

Adventures Beyond the Body: How to Experience Out-of-Body Travel: Proving Your Immortality 

Through Out-of-Body Travel, and The Secret of the Soul: Using Out-of-Body Experiences to 

Understand Our True Nature. If I could ever point anyone in the right direction to learn the most 

important aspects of OBEs, it is these two books. There are also many other great resources that I 

will add to the end of this chapter. It’s just that I’ve seen so much misunderstanding and 

complete and utter nonsense when it comes to information about OBEs and Astral Projection. 

Sometimes I am blown away by how this phenomenon can be extremely misunderstood. So, go 

to the best sources and the truth about these amazing experiences into consciousness.  

The realization that I was having out-of-body experiences was life changing. Even more 

exciting, was learning, that with practice, I could control them. This began my new journey, a 

journey into consciousness. In summer of 2010, I prepared to have my first intentional OBE. 

 

July 2010 OBE journal 

I decided to use the "awake, back to bed" method to initiate a controlled OBE. 

Utilizing this technique, I set an alarm to awaken myself approximately three to 

five hours after bedtime. Controlled OBEs are most successfully induced in the 

early morning hours. In preparation, I awoke at 2am. I remained awake until 

approximately 3am, reading various materials about OBEs.  I went back to bed 

and turned on a meditative mp3 track to prepare my mind and body. As the 

vibrations came, I surrendered myself to them, all the while maintaining complete 

awareness. I thought “Oh my God! It's really happening!" Pushing down my 

excitement, I calmed myself so as not to cause an abrupt end to the experience. I 

let the vibrations and loud sounds come, welcoming them. As the resonance 

stilled, I rose out of my body...out of the bed. I looked around, astonished, then 

turned and saw my sleeping body. Ecstatic, I reached down and tried to touch the 

physical "me" that lay in the bed, but my hand went right through it. There was a 

slight resistance, as my hand went through my sleeping body, it felt electrical.  
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"This is really happening!" I thought to myself, and then laughed. I was euphoric, 

almost hysterical... and in an instant, I popped back into my body. My eyes 

opened, and I laughed and cried with joy! My world had been rocked and would 

never be the same again.  

This was a short OBE, but I had complete control and was acutely aware of what was happening. 

The experience felt as if I was in my fully awakened state. It was brief, yet immensely powerful. 

In the coming months and years, this journey took me on different paths, and I realized that we 

are immortal and consciousness is non-local.  

When one has a huge spiritual transformation, or any type of extraordinary experience, one needs 

to find others to talk to-those of like mind, who understand the phenomena.  Trying to navigate 

the experience oneself is without support is difficult, and even more challenging when you do 

not completely understand it. Most of the time, family and friends will not understand, and might 

think you are losing your mind. The first place I went to for support was William Buhlman’s 

online forum on Yahoo. It was the perfect place. I was a “lurker” for a while, reading and not 

responding to the posts, but soon I jumped on in. It was the most incredible learning experience 

ever. Reading the books or content on a website is a great way to learn, but learning and 

conversing with others experiences was, by far, the most important part of learning. Throughout 

the years I have read thousands of posts and conversed and shared experiences with others. Just 

like how others got me through the “fear” part of OBEs, I too, have helped many get over their 

fears. Which comes to one of the most important things to talk about… taking the first step and 

getting over our fears.  

 

The Fear of the Unknown 

After reading books and conversing with other experiencers I knew that it was my time to begin 

my journey into consciousness. To be very proactive of my OBE journeys. Yet, suddenly I was 

afraid. What was I going to encounter in this great abyss? Others have talked of their spirit 

guides, of connecting to other entities, ETs, beings from other worlds and other dimensions. 

Also, there was a lot of conversing about how during OBEs, you face your fears! I thought of the 

things of nightmares, and of the dark stuff lurking deep in my subconscious. So here I was, after 

decades of having spontaneous OBEs, being afraid of taking my first step. 

So, I prepared myself to continue on. I would set the plan in motion and set the intentions.  

 

September 2010, an experiment on the astral from OBE journal 

In the den of my house. I put a pencil and a pen on top of a couple of books to see 

if I can somehow manipulate them on the astral. The pen and pencil lay halfway 

off the books. I wanted to be able to push them or move them.  This is an effective 
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way to also concentrate on things while out of body. To help attune in your 

awareness.  

I went to bed and woke up about 2am and got up for about an hour. I set my 

intentions to have an OBE and went back to bed and used a recording of binaural 

beats with head phones to ease my mind. At the beginning of the experience, I felt 

the vibrations come, and was in full awareness. I was so excited, and I didn’t 

want to get too excited because that can end the experience. So, I rose up out of 

bed and walked through my entire house. As I walked through the house, it 

seemed that the farther away I got from my physical body, I was starting to notice 

subtle differences in my house. My bedroom looked identical, but as I walked 

through the kitchen, things seemed to be rearranged. Then I made it to the den, 

and it seemed that things were out of place, like the computer was in a different 

corner. I looked for the table with the books with the pen and pencil on top. It was 

there. I reached out for it, and it seemed like I had difficulty touching it. For some 

reason also, I thought it was funny and stood there laughing at myself trying to 

pick up the pencil and the pen. Strange how something like that was amusing. I 

turned around and I saw two figures standing in the den with me. Except I could 

not see them, it was as if I could only see their shadows, except they were not 

dark. I was not scared; I was very curious. I looked at them and tried to speak 

but, it was as if there was no communication between us. I felt like I knew them, 

like they were my ken. They were my spiritual guides. The experience ended and I 

woke up, it was in the middle of the night, around 4am in the morning.  

 

You would think that seeing the shadowy figures would have terrified me, but they didn’t. I 

realized that once I have separated from my body, the apprehension and the fear are gone. It is 

like I am myself, my complete self, curious and not afraid.  

The only thing we have to fear, is the fear that is within us. It could be that after a lifetime of 

spontaneous experiences that a part of myself naturally felt safe and in control, and I would 

naturally go to places that my soul was drawn to. Also, it might have been naivety on my part, to 

not be afraid-something more childlike and trusting. I was a child of nature, who walked in the 

woods and discovered things, and played out scenarios in my mind. I never watched scary 

movies, nor did I read about ghosts and demons that took over people’s body. Even though I also 

had a connection to the stars and what is above us, I did not fear the life that existed on other 

planets. I loved the stars and spent most of my teenage years reading Isaac Asimov and other 

great sci-fi writers. I was a stargazer and had telescopes to observe the night sky. The sky has 

always been a part of me from a very young age.  

From discussion with hundreds of others who have experienced OBEs, I have discovered that 

fear is mostly through our own perceptions and views. For example, we all experience sleep 

paralysis. It is a natural physical state of the body. Our central nervous system disconnects from 

the body so that we do not “act out” our dreams. Those individuals who sleepwalk are somehow 
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bypassing this. Also, everyone has experienced something called the “hypnagogic jerk.”  Often 

as we fall asleep our body might jerk or spasm and wake us. This happens as our body starts to 

go into sleep paralysis and is brought out of it suddenly. The phenomenon is so named in 

reference to the hypnagogic state — the transitional period between wakefulness and sleep. This 

state, also known as the “Theta state,” is important because it is this state which we are in when 

OBEs occur. In the theta state our mind is awake and our body is asleep. During this time, we 

will witness the vibrational state, which can be scary, and at the same time, be aware of our sleep 

paralysis because we are unable to move our body. Fear and an active imagination can play its 

role here. Many people feel as if they are being held down, some even imagine a scary being 

holding us down.  

I also believe that as we have these experiences into consciousness, we often misinterpret their 

implications because of our own lack of understanding. We understand things on a human, 

earthly perspective. Our understanding and belief systems will greatly influence how we 

perceive things during OBEs and in general, contact experiences with other beings. Fear can play 

a huge role in how we interpret communication with other beings, or even the surroundings that 

we may find ourselves in. Even the lack of communication with or understanding of other non-

human intelligences can put us in a state of fear and unacceptance. I have conversations with 

many who have misinterpretations of experiences where they feel like they are being abducted or 

invaded. Something that I completely and whole heartedly believe in is that experiences with 

other NHIBs (non-human intelligent beings) is a two-way communication, only one that occurs 

at a higher spiritual level. After all, this communication is, for the most part, telepathic. Words 

have no meaning, but thoughts do. Through fear, we may feel also that we have a lack of control 

of the experience. I believe that the experience is mutual and that we can assert control and not 

feel invaded. I do not believe the encounters are just by chance.  There is some level of 

understanding and mutual acceptance of both the being and the contactee.  

After an out-of-body experience, many people report an inner awakening of their spiritual 

identity, a transformation of their self-concept. They see themselves as more than matter – more 

aware and alive. They express profound inner wisdom based on personal spiritual experience. 

Many report being connected to something greater than themselves, connected to the very source 

of life. They describe a powerful feeling of breaking through a dense barrier of ignorance, fear, 

and limitation.  

Through my OBEs I experienced an inner awakening of my spiritual identity, a transformation of 

my self-concept. I am more than physical matter; I am more aware and alive. Through these 

spiritual experiences my original belief systems disintegrated. I no longer believe in the dogma 

of organized religion and belief systems of society; my knowledge is based upon my 

experiences. I have an understanding of being connected to something greater than myself, a 

connection to the very source of life. To break through this barrier of ignorance, fear, and 

limitation is life changing.  

So, what is this all about? And why they contacting us? Also, the most important question is, 

How are they contacting us? Now we will look at my interpretations of what I refer to as “non-

local consciousness,” and how it relates to other extraordinary experiences. 
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Non-local Consciousness and contact with Non-Human Intelligence 

Interconnection to all things 

Anytime I have had these paradigm shifts in my life is usually because things that I believe, or 

things that I thought I knew, shifted drastically.  For example, one of the first big shifts I 

underwent was comprehending that there was not a God, “out there” judging and punishing 

mankind, but instead, there was a divine universal intelligence that is in everything. Because that 

divine force is in everything, everything is interconnected. The statement “we are one” comes 

from that understanding. It is beautifully expressed in the Sanskrit word, “Namaste,” which 

translates into, “I recognize the God in you, as the God in me, therefore we are one.” It is also 

important to understand that because that force is within us, we are co-creators of our own life, 

of our own realities. It is important to understand that once we realize that we are masters of our 

own universe, then we take responsibility for our own actions and the life we create for 

ourselves. That idea is hard to hold onto when terrible things happen to us, but thoughts are 

energy, and that energy creates our reality, so living in fear actually attracts more bad things in 

our lives. I take responsibility for all the bad and the good in my life, because in retrospect, when 

my life is not so good, it is usually because I am spiraling down with thoughts of negativity, 

which are fear, resentment, hate, judgement, etc. This aspect of creating our own reality is also 

known as the “Law of Attraction,” often referred to as Karma.  

I do not belong to any organized religion, nor follow any type of belief system. I believe in my 

own experiences. We must take control of our own sovereignty because that is our true destiny. I 

am not saying that religion is all bad, it’s just that we need to be free thinkers and make our own 

choices. We do not need to be told how to act and what to think, because that knowledge is 

already in all of us, if we just go inside ourselves to find it. That knowledge has been spread in 

different religions and beliefs. You might have heard, “the kingdom of God is within us.” We do 

not need to be told to have good ethics and morals, when that is already within us. It takes our 

own conscious actions to live that life, but it is always our choice to do so.  

One important point I am attempting to make is that because we are interconnected to all things, 

and to each other, means that we are connected to ALL beings in the universe.  

Our Consciousness is eternal, and exits outside our physical bodies 

There is a huge correlation with our consciousness being eternal and communication with non-

human intelligent beings. 

You might ask, how this is linked? I do know that as eternal beings, we incarnate into multiple 

lives. I often even wonder if our consciousness exists in multiple dimensions all at one time. This 

correlates with the Quantum Hologram Theory of Human Consciousness. We are like computers 

where information is stored out in the ether of the universe. I guess you can look at this as the 

internet. This enables ALL life to have the capacity to retrieve information. It has been 

scientifically proven that our brain cells and DNA are very quantum in nature. This means that 

these structures are capable of existing in more than one place at a time, in and out of multi-

dimensions. It is a self-correcting system that enables the organism to evolve.  
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If our consciousness exists in this “quantum computer,” we are able to have multiple lives and 

multiple incarnations-each life adding to the computer hard drive. We are not alone in this 

universe, and go through these life simulations together. Have you ever felt a deep connection to 

another person? Even to a person you might have just met? It’s like it feels you have known each 

other for thousands of years. Not all souls (consciousness) will incarnate together. Look even 

more to the broader picture here, look at the size and scope of the universe. We may also 

experience lives on other worlds, planets, and dimensions.  

The beings we form bonds with as we go through life and life become quantum entangled with 

us-meaning, they are always a part of us. We can have this connection with any living things. 

During my OBEs I have seen my pets, past and present, possibly even ones I have spent other 

lifetimes with. They too have ways of incarnating back into our lives. 

My guides have always been with me, not just this life, but multitudes of lifetimes. They are my 

family, my friends, my teachers. Life on planet earth is difficult. We have a “veil of 

forgetfulness” and the feeling that we are separate from all things. We exist in a denser state of 

reality, a lower frequency of being.  My guides slowly made their presence known to me. When I 

first saw them, it was like looking at a silhouette of a form. As my awareness and thought 

frequency increased, I was able to see them. I was confused at first because no words were 

spoken. I am an earthling and here we use our mouths to speak. I began to understand for the 

first time how communication manifested inter-dimensionally, and it was another huge paradigm 

shift. You can call it telepathy, but the best way to describe it is that it is a “knowing”. Our 

thoughts become entangled and became one.  When I had my first experience of this, I went into 

a frenzy fit… I said, through spoken words (well at least it was my spoken words through my 

astral body) … “You know me!  You know all about me! You know all my darkest secrets and 

all my fears, and every terrible thing I have done… but you know me, and love me, and you do 

not judge me!” After that, I felt complete transparency with them. My journeys to other worlds, 

to other dimensions, to other races and civilizations, have always been with complete 

transparency. There is no deceit, there are no lies, only truth. 

Who are these beings that we contact through diverse types of extraordinary experiences? They 

are part of us, they are our soul mates, entangled beings. No matter how strange my experiences 

are, whether I am flying over mountains and forests, in the oceans, and especially on strange and 

other worlds, the beings I encounter are my family. At times, they may look human or humanoid, 

or alien in appearance. I may meet them in other worlds, or have an encounter with them in my 

room at night. Although their appearance might be strange to me for a split second, I then 

understand as they make their presence known to me, that I am them, and they are me. In my 

earthly existence I might have forgotten about them, but in this strange and unusual encounter, I 

remember!  

In my experiences I have not only sensed the presence of sentient beings, but I have also seen 

and interacted with them. These beings vary widely in their appearance. The majority that I 

interact with are what I refer to as my guides, and many times they are human. I truly do not 

know if my guides are human, or if they appear that way. This has nothing to do with their 

ability to guise themselves into something different, or them appearing this way to not frighten 
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me. Instead, this is the way “I” see them, from the screening process of my conscious mind. 

Besides human, I have seen blue beings, red beings, beings that look like large brown fuzzy 

bears, very tall white beings, and beings that look like mantids, I’ve also seen them in light form. 

This light form can be humanoid in shape, or it can appear as spheres of light. These are all inter-

dimensional in nature, during hypnogogic imagery, ethereal projection, astral projection, remote 

viewing and dreams. 

September 2011 OBE Journal 

As I am trying to drift off to sleep, I am starting to be able to tell from the feelings 

in my head that somehow, I am ramped to have OBEs.  I can just get the feelings 

in my head that the timing and situation is right.  The vibrations are now replaced 

with these very subtle pressures and feelings in my forehead.  

Throughout the night, I woke up several times, then I would go back to sleep.  I 

kept noticing three bodies standing next to me, like right next to me in bed!  I did 

not experience any intense fear of any kind, just an irritation and confusion.  I did 

however feel a little startled because I looked over next to me to make sure my 

daughter Anna was ok, she was fine and asleep.  

I kept reaching out and leaning up, touching this being, in the shadows I could 

see that there were three of them.  Once, close to me, I would touch their face, 

could feel their nose, mouth, I would go down and I could feel their arms and 

torso.  Sometimes they would lean over on me in bed and then I would reach out 

and touch them, feeling them. They appeared very tall, and even though I could 

not see a lot of detail, they seemed to be in robes.  

I do not know what they were doing, I could feel some of their touching, in my 

head and other parts of my body.  

  

Soon afterwards, I had another encounter of waking up in the middle of the night, and seeing a 

being looking at me through my window. This time I was able to see more of this entity. It was 

very tall, slender, and had a very feminine appearance. It glowed brightly in the night. Again, I 

was not afraid.  

As the years went by and I continued to learn, understand, and research the UFO phenomena, I 

have come to my own conclusions. Many may disagree about my views when it comes to contact 

with ETs and UFO abductions.  

Could most contact experiences be OBEs? 

During OBEs, when we first exit our bodies, we are in the ethereal plane. This ethereal plane is 

closest to our physical bodies and can be often mistaken as the actual physical plane. One of the 

main reasons this is so is that it exists in real time. The physical laws of both are similar. It is for 

this reason that many might find themselves in the ethereal during an OBE and will assume that 

they are in the physical.  
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This often happens during “False Awakenings,” where you have the experience of waking up, 

but you are not awake. It feels real, very real, and often as you move on and do things that you 

would normally do after you wake up, you may notice things are different. For example, the time 

on the clock may be off, or lights may be on when they should be off. Usually some cue makes 

you realize that you are not awake, and you try to make yourself wake up.  

Most contact experiences and abduction scenarios occur while we are in bed at night. Very few 

occur during waking hours during the day time while we are out and about. Many experience 

strange noises, lights, and sleep paralysis- all of these are common with OBEs.  Do not think I 

am inferring that these experiences are not real. I completely believe they are real. My theory is 

that most of the contact with NHIBs and abductions occur in the Ethereal plane, and others, in 

the Astral Plane. The entire experience-from seeing beings, floating out of the window, and even 

seeing craft and being on the craft, may not be occurring in our physical dimension.  

I have had experiences while lying in my bed while seeing vortexes and orbs floating above me. 

I have seen beings that seemed physical, including beings of light. I have been touched and felt 

pressure upon my body, I have even had a physical healing during this time-all while lying in my 

bed. Others contact experiences have occurred beyond the ethereal, into the astral planes, where I 

have seen other worlds, and other cities. 

When I first began my OBE journeys, I still had a lack of understanding of the inter-

dimensionality of ETs or NHIBs.  Even to this day I question as to whether these beings are 

coming here in actual ships. I lean closer to the idea that contact and travel are all inter-

dimensional. How else would they be able to travel hundreds to millions of light years away? In 

this following OBE I was given a reason to stop looking for space crafts, and to look inward.  

 

September 2011 OBE journal 

I went to bed after I had been up for a while... my intention for my OBE was to see 

their spaceships, many of them are cloaked around the earth, getting ready for 

"disclosure." 

Here is one thing that was different from the beginning... my thoughts kept 

throwing out so many random thoughts and images (while I was dozing off)... like 

it was in over drive!  I would see people, places and events, but mostly faces of 

people. 

I finally was able to feel the coming of the OBE... the feeling in my head, but 

instead of vibrations it was a high pitch whistling in my head, quite 

different.  Here is the funny thing, and I have not had this to happen to me 

before... Every time I exited; I was blind (like nothing new) but each time I tried 

to exit the house... I was blocked and snapped back into my body.  I think I did 

this about 5-6 times... I was not angry, simply confused.  And then this was shown 

to me... It was like a slide show, but each time it was like I was there... for a 

couple of seconds each time. 
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It was worlds after worlds.  But no cities, no towns, but just nature scenes.  Trees, 

terrain, and animals I have never seen before.  And some were of earth too.  Sort 

of like a slide show, but I felt like I was there during each scene.  

I think they do not want me to see their cities or spaceships.  The message they 

were telling me is that they are of nature and are one with their own 

planets.  Would you have imagined that?  Not technological civilizations or 

interplanetary space crafts, but what they stressed was the nature of their own 

worlds because that is what they love most of all... not their advance cities and 

spaceships, but their worlds, all life is precious to them. Anyway, that is what I 

took from the experiences.   

During some nights I would have multiple OBEs. Rarely do I have only one, unless I completely 

wake up afterwards. Usually the experience will come, and I will go back into my body. After a 

brief time, the vibrational state will occur again, then off I go. Recalling multiple experiences can 

be exceedingly difficult. Often when the experiences are over an extended amount of time, they 

may be forgotten by our physical brains. Think about how hard it is to remember dreams. 

Because OBEs seem so real at times, especially at the beginning when you are in your bedroom 

or house, “reality checks” can be performed to make sure you are having an OBE. Usually I do 

this by sticking my hand through the wall. When it goes through, I know I am having an OBE 

and concentrate to become more aware and in control, as OBEs can easily slip away, into 

dreams. Things get foggy, and more dreamlike, so often we concentrate to have greater 

awareness.  

March 2012, OBE Journal 

OBE 1  

I felt the subtle vibrations and raised out of bed, as I continued to walk, I found 

myself to what seemed to be a different house.  I could see Joey (my oldest 

brother).  I started to talk to him, and he could hear me but not see me.  I thought 

that was so incredible that he could at least hear me.  We were talking about 

things.  I reached and touch him, I put pressure on him, and my fingers went 

through his arm and as I was doing that, he said he could feel it, like it was a type 

of cool sensation on his skin. I left the house and started to walk across the street 

to another house. There was a man walking towards me, I recognized him as one 

of my guides, he would take an appearance as a middle-aged Mexican man, his 

name is “Carlos.”  It is Carlos that was not only a guide but a teacher too. Many 

of his lessons was I have had with Carlos are on the manipulation of matter on 

the astral. This also included the creation of vortexes into other dimensions. He 

spoke of future events. How there would be waves of negativity and dark times 

that were to come. Thinking back now, I wonder if he meant the world or me.  He 

also said that I would fight this darkness and overcome it. Sometimes our guides 
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are not too specific about things. Though as with many OBEs many other things 

were said but I must have lost awareness and I do not remember these things in 

detail. 

 OBE 2 

After losing awareness I got up and walked around, but this became a false 

awakening, and did not realize this at first. I went through the back door and 

notice that I was in a different house again. I walked through a gate of a white 

fence and saw a man walking towards me, I said “Hey Daddy!” It was then I 

realized that I was having OBE and did a reality check. My Dad died in 1992, this 

was a brief encounter with him on the other side, I have had several with my Dad. 

I will later describe the more significant ones. The amazing thing about OBEs are 

the encounters we can have with past loved ones and pets. So, in this particular 

OBE I wanted to go see the sun. To go out into space and see it close up.  In 

OBEs I often ask to be taken to places, things, or beings.  I kept jumping into the 

sky to take off flying, but I seemed to have had difficulty flying. This can happen if 

your energy or awareness is low. Asking for great awareness and control is 

something that I also do often because these things can easily slip away, and the 

experience becomes foggy. I got up into the sky and took off extremely fast and 

began flying towards the sun. I was out into space, but I did not come to the sun. I 

stopped near a gigantic round metal object. I was thinking, “This is not the sun!” 

It looked mechanical, shiny and round. It looked like a huge space ship. As I 

looked upon this amazing object in space, I was suddenly taken away to what 

seemed to be another planet. I was viewing this as if I was in the sky. I could see 

many people that look like humans, however this civilization appeared to be 

highly advanced. The mode of transportation was quite different than our own. I 

went closer to look at one of these vehicles. I was about to enter the vehicle when 

the experience seemed to have ended, or I do not remember, I just know I was 

taken back to my body.  

In my mind’s eye, I remember and see the glimpses of so many other things. I just can’t recall 

them. It is as if I have lived other lives on other worlds, as someone completely different, and 

non-human. I often wonder if these are past or alternate lives, or instead, are these beings letting 

me experience their life through their eyes? Could this be how they teach us? How they share 

with us? Many other OBErs often refer as our experiences as going to “night school.” Because 

many other also have experiences of being taught by mentors in grand places that resembled 

universities.  

The experiences I have with OBEs do not always occur at night. Often I have better luck taking a 

nap in the late morning or early afternoon. Day naps have worked well for me, I think that the 

light coming from the windows might enhance the hypnogogic state at which OBEs occurs.  
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November 2011 OBE journal 

Took a nap around 2pm, listened to new isochronic tones. It seemed to have taken 

while as I was going into and out of sleep. The vibrations came, these were 

somewhat louder, and it felt like my breath was being taken away, and my heart 

was beating rapid, and the vibrations got so loud, they seemed to spread to each 

side of my head, and it was even slightly painful.  I exited and things were foggy 

and dreamy.  I made it outside to my yard.  I was trying to focus more, to become 

more aware.  I saw someone, some young man, I walked to him and he was 

wearing a necklace with some type of pendant.  I picked up the pendent, to look at 

it, to concentrate, it might have looked like a cross, but I was not sure.  I started 

to fly, I seemed to have gone place to place, I remember seeing buildings, towns, 

many different things, and I started to get frustrated, going from one place to the 

next.  I asked to be taken to a higher plane and to be able to have 360-degree 

vision.  The environment did change, and I was in a strange looking place, things 

were all grey and misty like I was in the clouds.  I could see shadows of people in 

this misty place, but I could not see their faces or body, but my sight was still just 

forward, I did not have 360-degree vision and I was disappointed.  

  

Then I went back into my body. I exited again and was back in my front yard.  I 

started to fly high and I asked to be taken over mountains, things seemed to be 

going so fast, but I could see mountains, then I went up and up, and up so 

fast.  But I was not alone, I could feel the presence of someone, but I could not see 

them.  It seemed like this entity was holding on to my arm as we flew in space.  I 

could see stars, so many stars, the sparkling of the stars was so breath taking, 

They were so bright!  The stars seemed to have disappeared and it was just the 

darkness of space.  We were then on some planet, I looked at its sky, the sky was a 

night sky I could see its moons, it was a very strange looking sky, I have seen it 

before.  Daylight started to come, and I was taken to some type of platform near a 

beautiful ocean. The day was bright, and I could see the ocean around me.  I 

could see other people, they looked human, but they seemed to fear me, and I did 

not understand why. I started to look up and the day was changing back into night 

again, half of the sky was dark, and half of it was light (again, this looked 

familiar, something I have seen before).  On the boat was a strange looking alien 

creature, it had white armor on it, the people on the boat feared it.  This creature 

was about 10 feet tall. It grabbed me and held me up, like it was trying to take 

me.  For a split second I did feel fear, but I looked at it and I said.  “I am a 

traveler, you cannot hurt me,” so it put me down.  I was looking up at the sky, and 

I said, “I am going back home,” and I went straight up into the sky.  As I was 

flying I said “wake up” and I woke up.  
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The previous OBE was extremely powerful. Could I have been experiencing this as a traveler or 

was this a past memory that I was able to experience during an OBE?  The surrounding felt 

familiar to me, like I had been there before, especially the sky. Often in dreams and during OBEs 

I am looking up at the sky and stars, which seem to call to me. Sometimes the stars start to move 

and form symbols or turn into ships that fly towards me. In these experiences, I am longing to go 

home. I feel this extreme feeling of loss and loneliness.  

Most of my experiences are intertwined with the beauty and oneness of nature. From my 

understanding and what I have learned from my own encounters with the ETs and other NHIBs, 

is that all life is precious and sacred. It is for this reason, that as we have our journeys into 

consciousness, that our world view drastically changes to a more holistic view. Material things 

no longer matter, we, become very different people.  

 

May 2011 OBE Journal 

I looked at the beauty of my surroundings.  There were trees, shrubs, grass, and 

flowers. Every living thing was glowing with incredible colors. I laid down on my 

stomach to look at the grass and the dirt.  I wanted to see more closely.  The 

ground was moving in slight waves, as if it were alive and breathing. I laid there 

for a while. It was breathtaking. My awareness was greater than anything I have 

experienced in the physical reality, but most of all I felt this sense of pure love 

and oneness with my surroundings.  I was no longer me, but everything around 

me. I rose and began flying into the sky.  

I asked for greater awareness. I said, “Please take me where I need to go.”  I 

began to move but was suddenly blocked by a barricade of some kind.  It was 

huge, round, and black. Everything black, yet, I could see the stars. I heard loud 

beautiful music playing loudly in all directions.  I didn't recognize it, but it was 

exquisite.  Something told me to pay attention to the barricade. As I stared at it, 

symbols began to appear, etched into the barricade itself. I could not understand 

them. They may have been written in an ancient language. They were both 

beautiful and elegant and took my breath away.  

OBEs and communication with those who have passed.  

Contact with NHIBs make up a smaller percentage of my OBE experiences. Many of them are 

more about my spiritual growth and awakening. After all, we are here on planet earth to live and 

exist. Through these experiences I grow, I work out problems, I overcome boundaries and blocks 

within my life. I would say that the majority of my OBEs concern spiritual/emotional growth. 

Along with this spiritual growth comes a discovery that life is eternal, and I mean this in a BIG 

way. The most important discovery I have made through my experiences is the knowledge that 

this life we live in the here and now makes up only an exceedingly small portion of our 

existence. I have come to no longer fear death. I have made contact with passed loved ones. My 

Dad, my Mother, my grandmother, and even my pets that have passed on. Our souls are forever 
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entangled (connected) with each other, life after life. Our loved ones are sentient beings who 

experience their own spiritual evolution. But I feel that our pets, through our love and 

connection, become even more interconnected to our soul, it’s like their evolution is part of ours. 

I say this because so many times I have seen my beloved fur children of past and present during 

my journeys.  

 

March 2013 OBE Journal 

I was intending the vibrations, concentrating in my head, taking the sounds from 

my sound machine and building a rhythm with them inside my head to where I 

could feel them.  I felt the sensation in my heart, my heart beating fast.   

At first it started as a false awakening, because I remember the vibrations, but I 

do not remember exiting out of my bed the way I normally do.  I did a reality test 

several times, noting that my hand went through the wall, I scratched at the inside 

of the wall, and felt the dry wall chalky stuff in my fingernails.   

Some of this goes in and out.  I exited the bedroom and I ended up at a different 

house, not the condo.  Mom was there, yet it was not her house either.  I was with 

a guide of some kind, a younger Hispanic man (my guides seem to be Hispanic, I 

wonder why?)  He walked me to the outside of the house, out of the front door. As 

I walked out the door, my Dad came to me, it was as if my guide was taking me to 

him, or arranging this meeting.  I was so surprised!  "Daddy"! I yelled. All we did 

was just hug each other in this tight embrace!  He was younger, he looked as if he 

was in his mid-30's, long before he had his strokes and lost weight.  We both just 

stood there, and laughing with pure excitement, I think I was crying and laughing 

at the same time!  It seemed the embrace was for several minutes.  Then I asked 

him questions, I do not remember what I asked, I wanted him to come and see 

mom, but my guide said he had to go back.  The guide was explaining to me why 

my dad had to go, but I do not remember what he said.  After he left with my dad I 

went back into the house.  During this time, I felt myself slipping away, I was 

walking through the house. I stopped and demanded more clarity and 

awareness.  I looked at my hands to concentrate, this time I had stubby fingers 

and I counted six!  I kept walking through the house trying to concentrate on the 

surroundings.  I was looking for Mom, I thought I saw her, but I am not sure.  I 

exited the house and went outside.   

I looked up to the sky and I started to talk to the ETs, “please show me what you think I 

need to see.”  I jumped up into the sky, but I felt a little heavy, and I started to fly 

backwards. I felt heavy and I remember swooping down and feeling the sensations in my 

stomach. I thought I was heading to something specific, but I woke up instead. I think that 

I already saw what they intended me to see... it was my dad.  
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In early June 2017, I lost my dear dog Amos, through a stupid accident. I was so heart broken, 

and angry at myself. However, it was not long afterwards that Amos would appear.  I was trying 

extremely hard to have OBEs for the purpose of seeing him again. It was quite surprising that the 

times I saw him were as if he never left, as if he was always close to me, just like he was before 

his death.  

 

July 2017 OBE Journal 

Got up early, around 6am, stayed up for a couple of hours, then took a nap on the 

couch.  It seemed I had been asleep on and off before the vibrations came.  I think 

I remember a light vibration, and several OBEs followed, but they seem very 

hazy…. 

In one, as I raised up from the couch, Amos appeared, to the right of the couch, I 

also saw the cats. Amos was incredibly happy to see me (just like he always did), 

and I was so happy to see him.  I bent down to hug and pet him.  It meant so much 

seeing him.  

 

To Amos, nothing changed, expect he was younger and healthier. He was still here, 

always next to me on the floor when I was in my computer chair, on the couch, or at the 

foot of the bed at night. Between wake and sleep I still saw him, and I could smell him. 

At times, I could hear him bark, or do his little yawn. It’s just for Amos, nothing changed.  

 

Vortexes to Other Dimensions 

Vortexes play a significant role during my OBEs.  During ethereal projections (while I am still in 

my body) I have seen bright colored swirls inches from my face. According to beings I have 

encountered, these vortexes are portals into other dimensions and worlds. Often these vortexes 

would open in front of me. One was so enormous that it filled the entire night sky. It was a 

beautiful bright blue color, so enormous and spectacular that I just stood there awe-struck, then 

took a headfirst dive into it. 

 

August 2016 OBE journal 

I was having a nice morning, I had been looking at lesson plans for my art 

classes, I decided to lay down on the bed, I was texting my brother Bobby for 

about an hour, and laying there, enjoying the fan blowing on me and the cats and 

dog all sitting on the bed.   

So I finally started to drift off to sleep, I am not sure if I ever really went to deep 

sleep. The vibrations started to come very subtle and light, I concentrated to make 
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them stronger, and to calm myself enough to not come to full wakefulness.  The 

vibrations became very loud, and I could not just hear them but feel them.  I laid 

there calmly to not rush things until the vibrations subsided and I could feel 

myself become lighter.  At this time, I raised up and walked to the foot of my bed.   

I was glad to see all my animals, they could see me too, I reached down and 

rubbed on Reece and Cleo, CC was also there, and Amos.  I picked up Cleo and 

as I started to walk out of the bedroom door, then decided to do a reality check, 

because things seemed so real.  I put my right hand through the frame of the door 

as I carried Cleo with my left, and I kept walking through the kitchen, putting 

Cleo down.  I walked to the front door.  I looked down at my cats, all three there, 

and I said… “Are you coming with me, I hope so” I was incredibly happy they 

were there with me.  So here we go, I opened the wood door, then the next door 

and out we went, not knowing where this doorway was going to take us.   

I was outside, I could see houses, I ran and jumped into the air to take off in 

flight.  I flew up into the sky.  I came to a place in the sky.  It seemed like it was a 

house with a garden and pool in the back yard.  Everything was so magnificent to 

look at.  So bright and blue, and the place seemed to be floating on the top of 

clouds, I could see the clouds moving.  I walked around in amazement of its 

beauty. I would notice some of the simplest things like the glowing of the grass, 

and the plants.  My cats were still there with me.  There was a swimming pool, but 

it had a cover on it.  On the cover was water. I stepped on the pool, and walked 

across it, I was highly amused that I could walk on top without breaking the 

plastic cover of the pool.  

I walked off the pool, and continued and the yard ended, and there was a vortex of 

dark grey clouds, going down.  It was like looking at a tornado from the top.  It 

looked scary and intimidating.  But without much hesitation I dove down through 

it.  I went down through the wind and dark vortex, and then I was at the bottom, 

and I was on my knees, praying to the universe, asking for guidance.  Then I 

heard this strong vast voice, it said… “You are the ruler of this world.”  Ok, I 

was really confused, I said “please I don’t understand, I am no one.  I am nothing 

special, please tell me what you mean, “I heard nothing else.   

I stood up, and the scene changed, and I could see a university in the distance.  I 

was incredibly happy to see it, like I was home.  I looked down and there was a 

cat, I thought it was Reece at first, but I picked it up and realized it was CC.  I 

hurried towards the university.  But before I got to the bigger building, I came to 

a smaller one and I could hear music playing.  I started walking up some steps 

and a girl came to the door (teenager, or young woman), she was the one playing 

the musical instrument.  She looked as if she had been rolling around in the dirt, 

dirty, or like she went on some hike through the woods, she didn't look bad, just 

dirty on her face and clothes. She smiled at me, and said in a joking matter, “you 

are going to get me in trouble this summer.”  It’s like she was doing something 
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she wasn't supposed to be doing, and I was the reason why, but it wasn't a terrible 

thing, it seemed to be more like a funny thing.  After that, things started to fade, 

and I woke up.  

 

Within the realms of multiple dimensions and the non-local consciousness, lies a scientific 

explanation. That is something I leave the physicists to explain, however, you do not have to 

understand it to experience it. Physical matter only makes up a small percentage of the known 

universe. The rest is dark matter and it makes up most of the space, space that we cannot see. I 

think that the inner dimensions lie within this dark matter. Black holes, vortexes, and wormholes 

are the conduits within them, connecting them. That is why people who have OBEs, often see 

vortexes. It makes sense that if ETs can travel across galaxies, then travel must be inter-

.dimensional. The thing is, they do not need ships to do this, only their minds, because 

consciousness is non-local. The greatest frontier is not space, but consciousness.  

 

June 2014 OBE Journal 

I had 3 experiences during this time, my OBEs always come in multiples, where I 

exit my body, and return, and the process starts over.  Day naps work the best for 

me, when I wake up very early after a few hours of sleep.  I’m a teacher so having 

the summers off has let me focus more on my internal growth.  My OBEs for at 

least the past 3 years, have been few and far between.  I am lucky to have them 

1or 2 times a month.   

To increase my chances of having an OBE, I nap on the couch and not my bed, I 

also make sure that my blinds are completely up because the light from the 

window seem to be a cue to prolong the hypnogogic state where OBEs occur.   

I felt the subtle vibrations in my head, so I tried to relax, to let sleep paralysis 

pass.  I raised up off the couch as usual.  I was exploring the house, and found it 

fascinating, paying to fine detail of its surroundings.  The living room was the 

same at first, but it seemed to have changed and I felt like I was there possibly in 

the past.  The experience ended and then shortly I had the vibrations come again.  

I excited and again explored the house and saw someone I think that was in my 

bedroom, a lady and her infant child.  The baby looked at me and raised up and 

he screamed! And I laughed and walked away, the experience ended and I was 

back in my body.   

 

Ok, third time, let’s get busy and get out of the house!  Another experience and 

this time I wanted to explore, I raised up, and did not have full vision (often when 

you are in close proximity to your physical body, vision can be hindered), so I 

walked around half blind and decided to just get out of the house, and I left 
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through my front door.  I was somewhere else, and my partial blindness was 

gone, perhaps a different neighborhood. I asked to see the ETs, and suddenly a 

huge and I mean HUGE blue vortex formed in front of me, going around and 

around with such fierce energy.  I felt hesitant at first to jump, but I did, head 

first, and suddenly I was in a different world, a very beautiful bright world, I 

could see houses or structures made from a multicolored reflective shiny material 

that looked like bismuth.  I flew next to one of the structures and looked closely at 

the smooth structure and I could see a rainbow of colors.  I went down to the 

ground and was walking, I asked to see the ETs, I asked several times, and two 

beings walked up to me, they seemed to be dressed in a jumper like outfit, with 

hoods on, and they had blue faces that were not exactly human but close. I asked 

them to please tell me why they make contact. It seemed at first that I could not 

understand communication (though I think that was me not understanding), one of 

them started to talk, it was difficult to understand him, though I did understand 

that the purpose of contact is so we can understand each other. 

 

Healing and OBEs 

There are numerous success stories of individuals healing themselves and others during OBEs. 

The success rate however, varies. Some may attempt several times with little or no results, while 

others have had considerable success at achieving one or more of the following:   

• A reduction in the severity of the symptoms. 

• A rapid healing experience 

• Disappearance of the health issue altogether 

 

Why are certain individuals adept at self-healing while others are not?  Perhaps these individuals 

believe they can heal themselves via focused intention and resolve. This conviction is essential in 

creating positive outcomes.  

The following methods that experiencers have used that have produced success are: 

• Symbolically and literally entering and manipulating the energy body. 

• Directing healing intent, often manifesting as a type of unexpected light. 

• Directing affirmations such as chants, or sound energy.   

• Creation of symbolic healing imagery. 

• Seeking of information about the location, cause, and meaning of the illness.  

• Seeking or visualizing a doctor, guide, medicine, or healing environment.  

 

Techniques vary with the use of direct versus indirect, literal versus symbolic, or with varying 

degrees of internal and external locations of their control. All effective techniques in healing use 

some form of projective visualization with some being more effective than others. 
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The success of many experiencers is due to following their intuitional impulses as they make 

their way through their conscious inner realms. Although they may begin with a general plan or 

goal, often a spontaneous knowing often leads to insights about the situation.  

The Buddhist claim that suggestions made during deep meditative states and/or during 

anomalous experiences such as OBEs, are nine times more effective than those made in the 

waking state. These actions taken “closer to the source” or creativity, and deeper in the 

subconscious state, increases the healing energies so they may perform much more quickly and  

profoundly than in the waking state.1   

Permission granted to use from the personal journal of Jurgen Ziewe, author of 

“Multidimensional Man” 

 

OBE and Self-Healing 

April 2012 

When we moved to a new house a few years ago I pulled a muscle in my groin 

lifting heavy furniture. I was in a lot of pain and found it difficult to move without 

the pain taking my breath away. On the third day, in the early hours of the 

morning during meditation, I was able to leave my body and found myself facing 

it, sitting there in my meditation chair, with the head tilted slightly forward, 

seemingly asleep. On the left side of my groin I saw a six-inch black hole with 

dark particles gyrating randomly and chaotically around inside it. I immediately 

identified it as the trouble spot which had given me so much pain. Not being able 

to think of anything better to do, I used my out-of-body hands and gently pulled 

the hole shut, while at the same time sending positive energy into it. Gradually, 

the hole closed, and the dark energy dissipated. Soon the dark spot had 

disappeared completely. I then decided to return to my body in order to check 

whether this was just a hallucination, or whether I had actually closed the “hole” 

and by doing so, eradicated the problem. When I opened my physical eyes, the 

pain had completely gone. I got up, moved around, twisted my body, there was not 

a trace of any pain whatsoever.  

 

Lynn Miller’s personal healing experience, via an OBE, June 23, 2017:  

I had gone to Tennessee because my mom was in the hospital. She is in the late 

stages of Alzheimer's. I had been going through very intense emotions. My Mom 

had almost died, and I was also having to deal with my estranged brother who 

lives with her. I was making daily trips to the hospital to visit her in ICU. I had 

gone to my vehicle to get my phone charger. As I was getting into my car (a very 

high step up into my SUV), I felt a loud pop in the back of my knee. The pain was 
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so intense that I almost passed out. I just sat there. However, I needed to get back 

into the hospital and I’d parked very far away.  

The initial prognosis by my cousin who is a nurse and her husband who is a 

doctor, was that I had a torn ACL, and would most likely need surgery. I did not 

have time for that. I was in so much pain that I couldn’t walk. I needed to make a 

trip home to take care of my animals, then back to Tennessee for my mom. I didn’t 

want to take the time or pay for the medical costs of surgery. I am an art teacher 

(which means finances are always tight). I spend most of the day on my feet 

walking around my room and couldn’t handle the impact of my injury. I felt 

extreme urgency to try and heal myself. The injury happened on a Friday.  

I laid down Sunday around noon before my return to Tennessee, hoping to have 

an OBE and heal my knee. I asked my guides to help. I felt the best way to heal 

my knee was to remain in the ethereal plane during my OBE. I remained in my 

body and did not exit, concentrating on my knee. I saw and was encompassed by a 

red light, while microscopic fibers of my knee were being pulled together by a 

loop. After an hour or so, I fell asleep.  I was in a lot of pain before my OBE. So 

much so that I could not walk. When I got up, the pain was almost completely 

gone, and I could walk. All that remained was a slight stiffness in my knee.   

 

Greater connection to “The Source” 

It is difficult to describe the beauty of the Astral Plane. Creation comes from “inward,” from 

what some call the “God Source.” There is a greater beauty that is difficult to describe, and a 

greater feeling of connection. There is an energy that is felt and understood. Describing this is 

beyond human words. As we go inward, this power, this energy is greater. I am not saying that 

we cannot feel or sense the Universal Mind in our normal waking lives. I think we, as beings on 

this planet, are meant to reach out and touch this source to expand our minds and souls. That is 

how we grow and become more enlightened. In our physical lives, the source is further away. 

We are busy living.  Accessing it through OBEs is one way, but there are other modalities in 

which consciousness expands and communication with the inner dimensions occur. It can 

happen randomly or when we silence our minds. There are many kinds of “psi” phenomenon 

such as telepathy, psychokinesis, clairvoyance, extrasensory perception, remote viewing, 

precognition, ufology, ghosts, and cryptozoology.  This is referred to as “paranormal,” beyond 

the scope of scientific understanding. This I believe is totally false, these modes of expanding 

our consciousness is not paranormal, it is normal, our true existence. The scientific method is 

flawed because it is based on materialism and takes a mechanical view of the universe existing 

only as matter. All these phenomena have one commonality, an interconnection, and that is that 

consciousness does not exist in our brains but outside of us, inter-dimensionally. This is how we 

can connect with things outside of ourselves.  
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May 2018 OBE Journal 

I got up early and took a nap around 9:30am. The vibrations came and went a 

couple of times. Finally, I did whatever I could to hold on to them. I let the 

vibrations subside then I raised out of bed, I sat there for a moment, petting all 

the cats, excited to see them all out of body. I looked around the room, everything 

looked identical. I walked through my house and went out the front door. I was in 

another neighborhood, with pretty houses, and I could see people outside, they 

were happy. I tried to recall to myself, that many times as I exit my house, I end 

up in other neighborhoods, and I wondered, what did that mean? I went to one of 

the people, and a woman smiled at me, I asked her if she had seen my guides. She 

smiled, and then I realized, I don’t need my guide, I am good, I feel happy. I 

turned and looked around at the beauty of this place, the pristine colors of green 

trees and blue skies. I walked and fell to my knees on the green grass, and I 

looked up into the sky and said, “Thank you Universe, thank you Universe, thank 

you so much!” Pure bliss and love exploded in my heart as I said it. Then a bright 

spiral yellow light came into view, it was so bright that it blinded me. As I stood 

up, the bright spiral light was burned into my view, I walked around in a daze, 

thinking “Wow! The universe responded” Wow! Then I woke up.  

The night skies have always called to me. It has become an impulse to look up, not to look for 

spaceships or lights in the sky because I have seen so much more, but to feel the connection to 

the universe as it sees its own magnificence through my eyes. I have had a lifetime of anomalous 

experiences: of beings, of other worlds, a connection, and communication that reveals itself in 

purity and total transparency. Within us are the stars, and they are ours. I am me, in this here and 

now, but I am also in what is unseen. We are multidimensional beings, non-local consciousness. 

Our minds are beyond our physical bodies, enabling us to experience other realms. The universe 

creates life-that is its purpose. Whether this life is in our own “denser” reality or in realms we 

cannot see, it is there, and it is real. It is within us to explore it, as it reaches out for us. All we 

must do is reach out and grab it. 
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